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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 
as far as practicable. 
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English Version] 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

1. Choose the correct option (any ten): 110 

(a) Which of the following sanskrit book does discuss on the conservation of the environment? 

) Smrtis�stra (i) Nyaya[�stra 

(ii) Yoga[�stra (iv) Sarmkhya. 

(b) *Ecosophy T' is used by whom? 

) Leopold i) Rolstone 

ii) Ramchandra Guha (iv) Arne Naess. 

(c) The activist directly related with 'Narmada Bachao' Movement is 

i) Mahatma Gandhi ) Indira Gandhi 

i) Medha Patkar (iv) None of the above. 

(d) Kautilya wrote 

(i) Nyayasktra (i) Samkhyak�rik� 

ii) Artha[�stra (iv) Vedantas�ra. 

(e) Pranamaya Atman enjoys 

i) Annamaya Atman (i) Manomoya Atman 

(ii) Vijanmaya Atman (iv) None of these. 

(f) 'Antariksha'- the word, is first obtained in 

i) Rgveda (i) Nyaya[�stra 

(ii) Vedanta Philosophy (iv) Vaisesika Philosophy. 

(g) Only anthropocentric thought of environment is considered in 

(i) Shallow ecology i) Deep ecology 

(ii) Theory of Evolution (iv) None of the above. 
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(h) Environment is intrinsically valuable"- is told by 

) Charles Darwin () J. S. Mill 

(ii) Arne Naess (iv) None of the above. 

1) Intrinsic value is just opposite to extrinsic value - whose view is this? 

) Moore (ii) Rolston 

(ii) Attfield iv) Marx. 

) How many types of ecology are admitted? 

) One (1) Two 

(i) Three (iv) Four. 

(k) Vanavani' is written by 

) Rabindranath (i) Jagadishchandra 
ii) Bankim Chandra (iv) None of the above. 

1) Val plumwood is a 

)Ecofeminist i) Deep ecologist 
(ii) Active environmentalist iv) None of the above. 

2. Answer any five of the following questions 5x5 

(a) What are the arguments forwarded by Ramchandra Guha against deep ecology? 

(b) Give a brief exposition of Rabindranath Tagore's thought regarding the relation between Man and 

Nature. 

(c) Do the plants and animals have moral rights? Give reasons for your answer. 

(d) What is G.E. Moore's theory of Intrinsic Value? 

(e) Write down the main tenets of deep ecology. 

(f) Discuss the concept of intrinsic value advocated by Robin Attfield. 

(g)What is meant by eco-feministic thought? 

(h) Write a brief note on Upanisadic exposition about environment. 

3. Answer any three questions: 

(a) What is meant by reverence for nature? What should be the ethical standards and rules for the 

attitude of respect towards nature?-Discus. 10 

(b) Discuss the principle of minimum interference on environment. 15 

(c) How far applicable are the rules of deep ecology for the third world countries? Discuss. 

(d) Discuss the main views of Paul Taylor about environmental ethics. 15 

(e) Discuss Callicott's concept of intrinsic value of nature. 


